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Overseeing infrastructure is an evolving
challenge
Safety

Congestion

”

While Americans drove
less in 2020 an estimated
38,680 people died in
motor vehicle traffic
crashes—the largest
number of fatalities since
20071
1-

”

”

As US vehicle travel
rebounds to near
pre-pandemic levels,
fifteen states now
exceed pre-Covid
levels2

2020 Fatality Data Show Increased Traffic Fatalities During Pandemic | NHTSA
U.S. Vehicle Travel Rebounds To Near Pre
-Pandemic Levels, 15 States Have Exceed Pre-COVID
Levels; New Report Examines COVID-19 Impact And Current Trends In Vehicle Travell
(businessinsider.com)
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Freight

”

Equity

”

Overall freight
tonnage will grow to
20.6 billion tons in
2030, up 25.6% from
2019’s projection of
16.4 billion tons3
3

”

”

Transportation and
mobility play key roles in
the struggle for civil
rights and equal
opportunity in the
disability community 4

- Latest Freight Forecast Projects 25.6% Increase in Tonnage by 2030
Equity in Transportation for People with Disabilities
5 - Transportation and Climate Change (national geographic)
4-

Climate

”

”

Motor vehicles are
the leading cause of
air pollution in the
United States5

”
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AVs have a complexity problem…

”
”

“By 2017, a Tesla will be able to drive
from LA to Times Square without a
single touch of the steering wheel”
Elon Musk, CEO in 2016
“We will have a Level 4 vehicle in 2021–
no gas pedal, no steering wheel, and
the passenger will not need to take
control”
Mark Fields, CEO in 2017

• Initially, rapid progress fed rampant hype
• Today, hype has been tempered by high
profile safety events and intractable
technical challenges
• To date, a publicly announced timeline goal
for L4 deployment has never been met
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Level - 4 autonomy has not arrived, but Level
are reaching market scale

- 2 features

Est. sales volume,
Intro year

OEM
General Motors

Super Cruise
Ford

BlueCruise
Tesla

Autopilot
Volvo

Pilot Assist
Volkswagen

Traffic Jam Assist
Nissan

ProPilot Assist 2.0
Toyota

SafetySense 2.5
1 Estimated

based on public announcements

2020
2020
2020
2023
2020
2021
2021

Models 1, #

22
11
5
2
12
2
46

Examples

2020

• Cadillac Lyriq
• Buick Encore

2023

K
Headlines

“

• Mustang Mach-E
• F-150 SuperCrew

Feb 2021

• Model X
• Model 3
• Volve XC90
• Volvo XC100

GM's Super Cruise
Self-Driving Tech Will
Be on 22 Vehicles by
2023

“

Tesla Full Self-Driving
subscription model
coming in Q2 2021
Mar 2021

0

• Volkswagen Atlas
• Audi A4
• Infiniti QX50
• Infiniti QX55

0

• Toyota Camry
• Lexus LX

0

“

2021 Toyota Camry is
first to get Safety
Sense 2.5 Plus
Jul 2020
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Road infrastructure isn’t keeping up with vehicle
technology
The more test - miles OEMs accrue, the more they understand
how much complexity they still can’t account for
Initial problem
formulation

• Simple problem: lateral (torque) + longitudinal
(acceleration / deceleration)
• Underestimates the complexity of the road

+Unpredictable
road actors

+Unpredictable
infrastructure

+Unpredictable
environment

Supportive infrastructure can radically
simplify the complexity problem

Simplify

Sense + See
Hundreds of
thousands
of
intractable
edge cases

Inform + Coordinate

Permit + Penalize
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We simplify and enhance the driving
environment to address disengagements and
enable a hands-off, eyes-off driving experience
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Cavnue is led by a world
- class team with expertise in
AV, technology, transportation,
and policy

Tyler Duvall

Jaime Waydo

Nicole Nason

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Technology Officer
Former Waymo Chief Systems
Engineer; most recently led Apple’s
autonomous systems efforts

Chief Safety Officer,
Head of External Affairs

Nationally recognized leader in
transportation

US DOT

Government Transportation Expertise

Former Administrator of both
FHWA and NHTSA

FHWA

AV and Technology Expertise

Automotive Industry Expertise
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1. Making it easier for vehicles and people to see the road ahead
2. Talking to vehicles and people to provide deeper insights about
the complex roadway operating environment, including events
happening ahead
3. Simplifying the road operating environment for vehicles and
people

1
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1. Making it easier for vehicles and people to see the road ahead
2. Talking to vehicles and people to provide deeper insights about
the complex roadway operating environment, including events
happening ahead
3. Simplifying the road operating environment for vehicles and
people

3
3
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Cavnue mitigates disengagements
ACTUATION

ROAD USERS

Digital Signs
Human Driver

L2+ vehicle

V2X Comms

Data interface

Key
Stakeholder

DIGITAL TWIN

APIs

Physical interface

APPLICATIONS &
USERS

Digital Twin

VRU
Applications

Information that can guide toward the “ideal
state” is transmitted to L2+ vehicles.

L2+ vehicles
receive
information from
the infrastructure
to enhance
perception and
path planning.

Sensed data is
aggregated and
interpreted and the
“ideal state” is
calculated to provide
feedback to L2+
vehicles.

SENSING

Sensors

Vehicles and road state
are detected.

PHYSICAL ODD SIMPLIFICATION & ENHANCEMENT

UTILITIES

Power
Barriers

Lighting

Signaling

Connectivity

Operator

Transit
Operator

MDOT

Trucking
Operator

Display of insights to
operators and policy makers to facilitate
decision-making and
enable control and
optimization of road
and fleet O&M.

DATA INFRA &
LEARNING

ML / Analytics

Infrastructure

Road Design

Interventions are made to the physical
infrastructure to mitigate or eliminate
disengagement scenarios.

Provision of energy
and communications
to power the
technology and
transmit data to and
from the roadside to
the cloud.

Trained analytics
models, compute &
data infrastructure
that provide the
foundation for the
digital twin

INTEGRATIONS

APIs

OEM

Information sent to
OEMs to help with tech
ops & development.
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Cavnue can add value among numerous users
Dedicated and / or mixed use lanes for autonomous trucks,
autonomous transit, and passenger AVs

Trucking

Improves
redundancy for L2+
systems
Improves quality of
driver experience
Reduces shipping
costs
Additional savings
via battery electric
fleet integration

Transit

Improves safety,
which reduces
operating costs
Enhances fleet
management and
planning
Improves reliability
Provides equitable
access to autonomy

Digital twin to improve road operations
and maintenance

Passenger

Operations

Improves safety

Digitizes traffic
monitoring and
management

Increases
throughput and time
savings
Provides value of
autonomy to
passengers
Creates opportunity
for future integration
with EV charging

Increases
responsiveness to
accidents
Reduces operating
expenses
Minimizes revenue
leakage

Maintenance

Increases
responsiveness to
maintenance needs
Reduces
maintenance
expenses
Transforms MoT
capabilities
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We unlock capital and absorb demand risk to
enable investment in roads of the future
Public investments in road infrastructure face three key
challenges

Cavnue deploys private capital to align financial and
technology risk with the public sector

30%

>$100B

of annual revenue linked to declining
gas tax base

in private infrastructure capital in North
America remains unallocated

20 - year cycle

Institutional backing

raises the stakes on bad technology
investments

enables Cavnue to effectively raise and
deploy project financing

Risk averse

Risk aligned

municipal finance is less willing to
make bets on technology and AV
trends

investments fund new technology and
anticipate future demand growth
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Michigan Project
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Project Overview: Highway CAV lane + boulevard test
bed
Project overview: Michigan CAV Corridor from Detroit to Ann Arbor

-

Project status
Stage

Announced fla gship project with key pa rtners in
government a nd priva te sector

Initial Discussions

Feasibility Analysis

Execution

Gretchen Whitmer |
Governor, Michiga n

Key counterparties

Bill Ford |E xecutive
C ha irma n, Ford

Next steps
Expect to (i) deploy sensors
by Q4 2021, (ii) refine the
demand model and
business case, (iii) conduct
public outreach, and (iv)
refine designs – all in
service of long-term
commercial agreement
with MDOT by end of 2021.
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